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If you aren’t selling a complete
scent line you don’t know what
you’re missing,” says Bill

Puruczky, archery sales manager for
Hornick’s Sporting Goods located in
Johnstown, Pennsylvania. “With all
the books and videos out there plus
the information available on the inter-
net we are finding more and more
customers are familiar with total scent
control as well as the popular attrac-
tants. They come into the store look-
ing for a variety of products from
clothes washes to scent eliminators,
cover scents and lures. The scent busi-
ness has grown far beyond simply
selling a bottle of buck lure. In our
area we are also noticing that rifle
hunters are becoming more scent

conscious which spreads our scent
related sales over a greater time frame.
We have also found that news of a cus-
tomer’s success spreads like wildfire. If
a hunter shoots a nice buck using
brand “X” buck lure soon everyone is
coming in for a bottle.”

“Everyone is looking for an edge
and they are willing to pay to get it,”
explained Debbie Schultz of Schultz’s
Sportsmen’s Stop of Apollo,
Pennsylvania. “Just about every maga-
zine article, video or outdoor show I
have seen lately has been stressing the
importance of scent control and scent
attractants. I carry a complete line of
products including clothes washes,
soaps and deodorants for personal
use, cover scents as well as food lures,

buck lures and a wide variety of
attractant scents. These products pro-
duce repeat sales with no returns, no
complaints and a generous profit
margin. It doesn’t get much better
than that.”

Scents or lures were originally
developed for use by the trapping
industry and no real thought was
given to their use for deer hunting. All
of that changed in 1934 when Pete
Rickard, a well known trapper and
supplier of trapping lures, produced
the first commercial deer lure called
Pete Rickard’s Original Indian Buck
Lure, which is still available and wide-
ly used to this day. Buck lure was not
an instant hit as many hunters
laughed at the idea of attracting a deer
through the use of scents. Slowly that
attitude changed and over the next
several decades other scent suppliers
entered the market but overall the
choices and variety of lures available
were still very limited. As more and
more was learned about the whitetail
and their remarkable sense of smell
an industry began to emerge offering
not only attractor scents but food
lures and cover scents as well. Soon
the attention turned toward human
scent elimination, in part due to the
pioneering work in the field by Bill
Robinson, and another expansion
was in the works until today we have
an explosion of products, natural and
synthetic as well as an entire line of
scent accessories in the form of scent
dispensers and applicators. 

At one time deer lure was thought
of as something that was used a few
drops at a time near your hunting site.
Today knowledgeable hunters are lay-
ing scent trails, making mock scrapes

Selling  A Broader Line Of
Scents & Scent Control Products

Pete Rickard’s, the oldest name in scents and lures, remains one of the most recognized
names in the scent industry. In addition to its complete line of attractor scents, Rickard’s
also offers food lures and animal based cover scents for virtually all hunting conditions.
The variety of cover scents allows the hunter to match their cover scent with the animals
or area in which they are hunting. Rounding out Rickard’s product line are its human
odor eliminators and boot scent applicators.

By John Kasun
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and placing mineral supplements and
food additives in their hunting areas
to attract deer prior to the season. Add
to that the laundry and personal
hygiene products designed specifical-
ly for the hunter and it quickly
becomes obvious that a multiple of
products are now available. To get a
better insight as to the potential sell-
ing opportunities generated by these
changes Arrow Trade talked to several
manufacturers of scents, scent dis-
pensers and scent elimination prod-
ucts to get a handle on the subject.   

PETE RICKARD’S
Like many other items in any

archery shop the customer often
relies on the dealer’s personal recom-
mendations. While most dealers are
quite familiar with archery equipment
some may not feel as knowledgeable
about scents but that can be easily
resolved. “Education is the key and
dealers should use their scent suppli-
er as an education source,’ says Rob

Marotta, who is Vice
President of Sales for
Pete Rickard’s. “A deal-
er that spends a little
time educating him-
self on scents will be
much better equipped
to make solid recom-
mendations to his
customers and
increase their knowl-
edge as well.
Remember that an
informed customer is
a better customer and
they are normally a
repeat customer.”

Pete Rickard’s
offers a complete line
of lures, cover scents
and scent stoppers as
well as boot scent
pads. Also offered are
clothes washes,
sportsmen’s personal
detergents and scent
blocker for the elimi-
nation of human
scent. 

“Scents often
account for a lot of
what I call, pick up
and go sales,” Marotta

continued. “Scent sales normally are a
last minute purchase; however there
are some creative ways to stimulate
early sales. While opening a bottle of

buck lure inside your shop is not a
good idea, filling a scent dispenser
with some attractive smell like lemon
or vanilla will fill the shop with pleas-
ant odor and when anyone comments
on the smell it is a natural opening to
talk about scent dispensers, scents
etc. As scent sales are normally sold in
the last few weeks leading up to the
season a dealer can program his order
for delivery 30 to 45 days in advance of
the season and have the money in his
pocket before the bill comes due.”

JACK’S JUICE
Not only has the scent industry

expanded the line of scents available
but it has also developed different
delivery systems. While a liquid scent
is the norm other systems are now
becoming more common. An exam-
ple of this trend is Buck-Aroma as
offered by Jack’s Juice. “Buck-Aroma is
the first ever foam deer attractor,” said
Richard Dixon, Jack’s Juice Sales
Manager. “Our foam attractor has sev-
eral distinct advantages. First it lasts
longer. An initial application of foam
will require four to six hours to break
down. This means that the scent lasts
longer and is more evenly distributed
over that time frame. The foam also
makes it easy to apply the attractor to
trees, limbs, or deer drags. Because
the foam can be applied to anything a
conventional scent dispenser is not
needed. One 6 ounce can normally

Jack’s Juice Buck-Aroma is the first ever foam deer attractor.
According to Jack’s Juice the foam lasts longer per applica-
tion, up to four to six hours, which means that the scent last
longer and is more evenly distributed over that time frame.
Like most scent companies Jack’s Juice also offers a human
scent eliminator but with an interesting twist. Eliminator 360
comes in a pressurized container that sprays in any position,
even upside down, making it easy to reach all of those hard
to reach places like your boots and pants.

MDR’s 24Seven scent impregnated granules with time release offer the hunter a new
and unique way to deliver scent. The granules slowly release scent in any weather over
an approximate seven day period keeping the scent application fresh at all times.
24Seven can be used in the same manner as any liquid scent and it makes an excellent
way to create mock scrapes.
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lasts a hunter all season making it very
economical. Buck-Aroma has a two to
three year shelf life eliminating the
concerns of the dealer for leftover
inventory. Jack’s Juice definitely offers
something different for the con-
sumer.”

Like most scent companies Jack’s
Juice also offers a human scent elimi-
nator but with an interesting twist.
Eliminator 360 comes in a pressurized
container that sprays in any position,
even upside down, making it easy to
reach all of those hard to reach places
like your boots and pants.

BUCK STOP
“Instead of selling a single bottle

of lure a dealer needs to be thinking of
package sales when it comes to scents
and scent related products,” stressed
Phyllis Shilling, Vice President of Buck
Stop. “Buck Stop offers a variety of
specially formulated lures and prod-
ucts for specific times of the season
such as pre-rut, rut, post-rut and all
season. All of our products are marked
with this code in our catalog making it
easy to order and a great sales aid
when talking to a customer. Add to
that our line of Scent Stop products
for human scent elimination, our
cover scents, and the dealer has an
excellent opportunity for multiple
sales. For 2006 we have teamed up
with Primos and are packaging a
Primos deer calling can with a bottle
of our popular Mate-Triks. This will be
a great combo buy for the customer

and a money maker for the dealer.”
Buck Stop also offers a unique

solid time release scent delivery sys-
tem in the form of Buck Beads. Buck
Beads are scent impregnated beads
that can be easily dispensed via a salt
shaker style container. The solid
beads are activated by natural mois-
ture such as freezing, thawing and
morning dew which causes the beads
to release scent. When the sun sets the
beads close up waiting for the next
daytime cycle. This opening and clos-
ing action means a constant release of
scent for approximately one week. In
addition these beads are excellent for
making mock scrapes. Buck Beads
come in eight different scents.
Unscented beads are also available to
which a customer can add his favorite
scent, taking advantage of the bead’s
time release action.

TINK’S
“Tink’s #69 could well be the most

recognized name in the scent indus-
try,” said Terry Rohm, Director of Sales
for Tink’s. “Tink’s #69 is 100 percent
natural doe estrous specially formu-
lated to keep the product at the peak
level of performance. However #69 is
specifically formulated for the rut, a
relatively short time period. Because
of the expanded hunting opportuni-
ties that hunters enjoy across the

country Tink’s has developed a line of
all-season scents. New for 2006 is
Tink’s Draw 2, an all season lure. The
Draw 2 combo pack packages a bottle
of Draw 2 with a DVD filled with infor-
mative scent tips to educate the cus-
tomer and increase their chances of
success.”

Tink’s also offers Tink’s #69 in a gel
which is easy to apply to overhanging
limbs, leaves or trees. The heavy con-
sistency of the gel allows it to be used
in rainy weather without washing
away as might happen with a pure liq-
uid scent. An interesting product is
Tink’s Smokin Sticks which are formu-
lated to cover human scent and
attract game. When lit these sticks will
smoke for approximately two hours
and similar to camp fire smoke the
scent sticks to everything it comes
into contact with, effectively spread-
ing the scent to a wider and wider
area.

Tink’s lures come in a squirt top
bottle with some unique features. In
the event the bottle is dropped the
contents won’t spill, while the squeeze
bottle action makes filling a scent dis-
penser easy by reducing the danger of
over-filling. It also allows the user to
lay a scent trail from several feet away
by simply “squirting” the lure in the
desired location while eliminating the
human odor that can be associated

Circle 157 on Response Card

Tink’s #69 is a well known name among deer hunters as the provider of excellent
attractor scents. However Tink’s also offers a line of cover scents, scent elimination
sprays, laundry soap and hair and body soap for a complete scent control system.
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with using food pads or a drag-line.
A great dealer tool offered by

Tink’s is the Sidekick Point of Sale
Display. The unit contains 36 pack-
aged bottles and it can be used as a
countertop display or hung as a unit
on pegboard. The Sidekick creates a
point of interest and helps stimulate
impulse sales.

MDR OUTDOOR GROUP 
“By their very nature liquid scents

smell better than they perform,”
explained Mark Wiser, President of
MDR Group and developer of
24Seven Plus. “24 Seven is a solid
scent delivery system that consist of
scent impregnated granules with a
time release action that works better
and last longer. Unlike a liquid scent
that is quickly absorbed into the
ground the granules, which are unaf-
fected by the weather, slowly dissolve
over approximately one week. This
means fresh scent is constantly being
released and it always smells fresh.
The granules are easy to apply from
the handy shaker style bottle. These
scent granules are especially conve-
nient for laying scent trails or making
mock scrapes.”

“24Seven comes premixed in
Early Buck, Dominant Buck and Doe
Estrus as well as Unscented,” said
Weiser. “The unscented granules
allow the customer to add 1/2 ounce
of their favorite scent to the 9-1/2
ounces of unscented granules for a
full 10 ounces of slow release scent. It’s
like expanding the effectiveness of his
original 1/2 ounce by 20 times. Not
only is that more efficient it is also
much more economical. It is also
important to note that 24Seven has an
indefinite shelf life and offers a 100
percent satisfaction guarantee mak-
ing it a great deal for both the cus-
tomer and the dealer alike.”

“Deer calls and deer decoys are
common-place in bowhunting,”
Weiser said thoughtfully. “When a
deer comes into a call or decoy they
always approach downwind. If they
do not smell a deer they normally will
hang up and become suspicious mak-
ing a good scent application a must.
Our scent mix is gland based not just
urine based. This glandular additive
gives the impression of a ‘new deer’ in

the area and acts as a real draw.”

WILDLIFE RESEARCH
“Because Wildlife Research is

such a well recognized name it can
put legs on your displays,” said Ron
Bice, Communications Specialist for
Wildlife Research. “We offer a com-
plete line of scents and scent acces-
sories as well as scent elimination and
scent control systems. Customers love
having choices. By offering everything
from personal soaps,  scent killers,

and laundry washes to attractor lures
and masking scents (as well as scent
applicators), Wildlife Research offers
them a complete scent system.”  

“New for 2006 is the Trophy Leaf,
a scent dispenser with scent impreg-
nated directly into the plastic Trophy
Leaf,” explained Bice. “Also new are
our Estrus and Buck Hunter Combo
packs. These combo’s combine prod-
ucts to offer the customer a package
deal of lure and an applicator. The
Buck Hunter Combo adds a bottle of

10157 Industrial Drive  • Covington, GA 30014  • 800.624.5988  • tinks69.com

Tink’s has expanded their product line to include two all season lures that attract both bucks and does. Tink’s New #4 Fresh Tracksis formulated from secretions from the interdigital gland which leaves the deer’s odor on the ground, allowing deer to track one another. The very versatile Tink's Draw 2 can be used with Tink’s Scent Bombs, on drag rags or boot pads for that extra edge in the early season. Draw 2 is offered in a combo pack with the New Tink’s Scent Tips DVD, aninformative and entertaining tool that will teach you the most effective ways to use deer lures, cover scents and odor eliminators.

Circle 14 on Response Card
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Scent Killer to the mix. These combos
are designed to offer the customer a
value pack while adding extra profit to
the dealers’ bottom line.”

“Shelf life is important to both the
customer and the dealer,” Bice said.
“While Wildlife Research products
have a three year shelf life we also
offer a dealer exchange program that
allows the dealer to swap product to
balance his inventory as well as
directly exchange Golden Estrus for
fresh product. Wildlife Research also
offers the consumer a 100 percent
money back guarantee for any prod-
uct with which he is not satisfied, an
offer which makes trying Wildlife
Research products risk free.”

SCRAPE JUICE
“Muzzy is a well known name

among bowhunters as the manufac-
turer of quality products,” says Fred
Settles, Muzzy’s Chief Operating
Officer. “We believed that Scrape
Juice was a quality product that
would make a great addition to our
Muzzy family. Our number one
Scrape Juice seller is Bowhunters
Set-Up while our Dominant Buck is a
more concentrated version well suit-
ed for the peak of the rut. To help the
hunter remain scent free we also
offer our Super Odor eliminator. All
of our products are available in a
pump spray bottle for ease of appli-
cation. Selling Scrape Juice is a great
opportunity for dealers to take
advantage of a quality product with

excellent name recognition for guar-
anteed sales,” Settles concluded.

MRS. DOE PEE’S
“Fresh Doe in Estrus is our num-

ber one seller,” said Sam Collora,
owner of American Outdoors which is
home to the Mrs. Doe Pee’s brand.

“Because more hunters are using
scents to increase deer activity in their
hunting areas we are also offering
Continuous Scrape. Continuous
Scrape is designed to encourage nat-
ural scrape patterns and can be
applied as early as the middle of
August or early September. All of the

lures in our line are pure urine
with no preservatives. We also
offer freeze dried scents that can
be regenerated or activated as
desired to ensure absolute fresh-
ness. We have added Alfalfa and
Clover food attractant scents to
our line and continue to offer
cover scents and our scent elimi-
nation products of laundry deter-
gents, sprays and body wash giv-
ing the hunter a complete scent
system from which to choose.
Our name recognition, quality
products and built-in generous
profit margins offer the dealers an
excellent choice when it comes
time to decide what they want to
include in their inventory.”

SCENT-LOK
“The hunter’s approach to

scents has to be complete,” says
Mike Andrews, Vice President of
Marketing for Scent-Lok. “While
scents and lures are designed to
draw game within range they do
not eliminate the need for the

Circle 50 on Response Card

Muzzy, a recognized name when it comes to
quality broadheads and arrow rests, has put the
Scrape Juice product line under its branding. Its
number one seller is Bowhunters Set-Up while its
Dominant Buck is a more concentrated version
well suited for the peak of the rut. Muzzy also
offers Super Odor eliminator for the elimination
of human scent from clothing and equipment.

While Fresh Doe in
Estrus is Mrs. Doe Pees
number one seller
hunters are also using
Continuous Scrape to
increase deer activity in
their hunting areas.
Continuous Scrape is
designed to encourage
natural scrape patterns
and can be applied as
early as the middle of
August or early
September. In addition to
its liquid line of scents
Mrs. Doe Pees also offers
freeze dried scents that
can be regenerated or
activated as desired to
ensure absolute fresh-
ness. Alfalfa and Clover
food attractants have
been added to Mrs. Doe
Pees line of food attractor
scents for 2006.
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hunter to remain scent free. The
development of odor eliminating
technology in clothing has greatly
reduced the human scent problem
but to be completely scent free you
need to treat not only yourself but
your equipment as well. While our no
odor laundry detergent is specially
formulated for carbon clothing it
works on any hunting clothing used
while hunting. For all of your other
equipment we offer our Boot and
Accessory Spray. This spray eliminates
unwanted odors from boots, back-
packs, call, stands or any other equip-
ment that the hunter might bring into
the woods. The clothing wash and
spray are ideal add-on sales and
directly complement scents and lures
to offer the customer a complete scent
package.”

XTREME SCENTS
“Xtreme Scents offers the hunter

both effective odor elimination sys-
tems and a line of mineral supple-
ments and deer attractors,” said Jeff
Stawiarski, President of Xtreme

S p o r t s
G r o u p .
“Silver is a
major com-
ponent of
our odor
eliminating
p r o d u c t s .
Silver is a
proven fight-
er of bacte-
ria, the
cause of
odor, and is
p r e s e n t l y
being used
by the mili-
tary. This
Silver works
immediately upon contact and one
application can last up to 72 hours.
For 2006 Silver XP is available in easy
to use sprays, foams and wipes as
well as laundry detergent.”

“Our Deer Candy has become
extremely popular with hunters
across the country,” Stawiarski con-
tinued. “Deer Candy is a liquid gel

mineral supplement that is specially
formulated to give off an intense,
attractive aroma with a taste that deer
crave. It can be simply poured out on
the ground near you favorite hunting
spot or added to a bait pile, where
legal. Deer Candy is not a one shot
deal as reapplication over time devel-
ops a deer hot spot as deer constantly

Circle 152 on Response Card

Wildlife
Research is a sup-
plier of a com-
plete line of
scents and scent
accessories as
well as scent
elimination and
scent control sys-
tems. New for
2006 is its Estrus
and Buck Hunter
Combo packs.
These combo’s
combine prod-
ucts to offer the
customer a pack-
age deal of lure
and an applica-
tor to dispense it.
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return to dig at the site. Many hunters
are starting their own fall hot spots by
applying Deer Candy as early as June
or July. For the dealer this means early
sales.”

EDGEFIELD OUTDOORS
Edgefield Outdoors has two

unique scent dispensers, the
ScentLeaf and the Wickster. The
ScentLeaf is a leaf shaped dispenser
that can be opened to expose a scent
pad and can be easily hooked over a
small branch. Closing the leaf makes
transportation easy without the dan-
ger of getting scent on yourself or your
clothes. The Wickster is a small barrel
shaped dispenser that contains a
wind up wick. When the 1 inch by 12
inch wick is exposed it provides a large
scent-soaked surface to distribute the
scent. The wick retracts into the
Wickster with a wind up action and
seals completely to prevent the

escape of scent when not in use.

ROBINSON OUTDOORS
“Robinson Outdoors is the only

company that offers a complete pack-
age for scent elimination and attractor
scents,” stated Michael Mayer,
Robinson’s Marketing Director. “In
addition to our line of Scent Blocker

clothing we offer a
complete line of
personal scent
elimination prod-
ucts as well. Our
laundry detergents
are excellent for
washing your car-
bon clothes while
our scented and
unscented scent
elimination sprays
eliminate human
odor from your
body as well as
your boots and
bowhunting equip-
ment. Our Body
Shield, Breath
Shield and our
H u n t e r ’ s
Bodyguard are all
aimed at personal
hygiene and the
convenient elimi-
nation of body
odors under a wide
variety of condi-
tions when hunting
from home or the

most remote hunting camp.”
“We offer both Still Steamin’ orig-

inal and synthetic lures.  Our synthet-
ic Still Steamin’ lures are a nature-
identical imitation of the real thing,
only better,” Mayer smiled. “These
lures duplicate the attraction and
curiosity scents of musk, gland secre-
tions and estrus urine without con-
cern for contamination or break-
down. These synthetic lures eliminate
the worry about shelf-life because
they are always fresh. New for 2006 is
Still Steamin’ Gel. These gels offer the
same quality of their liquid counter-
parts but offer the advantages of no-
spill applications, higher stability and
they can be applied to any surface.”

PINE RIDGE PRODUCTS
“We feel our Wick Stik offers the

hunter a four in one scent system,”
said Brian Bychowski, Advertising and
Marketing Director for Pine Ridge
Products. “Our Wick Stik is a unique
system that provides the hunter a
scent dispenser that can be used as a
drag line, a hanging dispenser or a dis-
penser that can be staked in the
ground. When used as a hanging or
staked dispenser it does double duty
as a yardage marker. A smaller version
called the Little Stik is also available.
The Little Stik can be used as a drag or
a hanging dispenser but does not
have the stake feature. Both of the
Stik’s offer o-ring seals for ease of use
and scent free transportation.”

The  Wick Stik by Pine Ridge Products is a scent dispensing system that provides the
hunter several unique options. A smaller version called the Little Stik is also available.

Circle 161 on Response Card
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SUMMARY
Scents, lures, scent dispensers,

scent elimination products, food
attractors, cover scents, laundry
detergents, hair shampoo and shower
soaps are each small parts of the over-
all scent market but together they pre-
sent a terrific selling opportunity.
However don’t expect to put them on
the shelf and assume that everyone
will rush to buy them. As a dealer it
will take some education and promo-
tion on your part but it is just like
plowing a field and planting a crop. It
may take a little while to see the
results but once that crop comes in it
can be worth a lot of money.

Successful dealers find that
grouping scent, lures, and scent dis-
pensers with scent elimination prod-
ucts, cover scents and food supple-
ments leads to increased impulse
sales. Another excellent sales tool is a
scent related closed loop video or

DVD playing in the
scent display area.  

Many manu-
factures offer sales
display help and
will provide recom-
mendations for a
balance of invento-
ry. Books, videos
and DVDs are now
readily available
from many scent
suppliers that tell
the scent story.

Review these for you own information
and selling tips and offer them for sale
in your shop. The more your cus-

tomers learn about scents and scent
elimination the more related products
they will buy. 

When we think of scents we nor-
mally focus on deer but remember
that scents for bear and elk are also
available. While they are a much
smaller portion of the market for
some dealers they might be worth
considering depending upon the
makeup of their customers and the
area of the country in which they are
located.

Remember that while scents are
designed to attract game, if used
properly they can also attract cus-
tomers. 

Robinson Outdoors offers a complete line of scent elimination
products and attractor scents. Well know for its line of Scent
Blocker clothing and personal scent elimination products
Robinson Labs also offers a line of Still Steaming original and
synthetic scents. Original scents are collected and processed
under stringent quality control conditions. Still Steamin synthet-
ic lures duplicate the attraction and curiosity scents of musk,
gland secretions and estrus urine. New for 2006 is Still Steamin
Gel. These gels offer the same quality of their liquid counterparts
but offer the advantages of no-spill applications, higher stability
and can be applied to any surface.

Edgefield Outdoors is the supplier of two unique scent dispensers,
the ScentLeaf and the Wickster (shown at left).

Circle 214 on Response Card
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